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Daily task tracker excel sheet

Stuck on math homework? Ask a guardian for free. Project managers and team leaders working on small and medium-sized projects can use built-in templates to more easily manage their team's tasks. Task Management Templates provide a starting point that can be used again and again, saving you from reinventing
the wheel every time you need to create a plan, track business progress, or report the status of customers and ceOs. On this page, we've collected a series of free task tracking templates for Excel and PowerPoint to help professionals get started faster. Browse through all of this or use the links below to go directly to the
template category that best suits your needs. With its grid format, formulas, and data filters at your fingertips, Excel is commonly used to schedule, analyze data, and track task status. While not ideal for advanced project management, task management spreadsheets provide a good framework for planning and monitoring
small projects. These are compatible with other apps outside the Microsoft Office suite, which makes them easy to share and sync between task manager apps. Below are some Excel task tracking templates, from simple list spreadsheets to more complex visual tracking frames. With so many variables in a project, a
simple list of activities would be the one below, can help professionals organize their work, prioritize it and see at a glance when each individual activity is due. The free project management task list template allows users to assign a status to each task, sort assignments into multiple categories, and see exactly who is
responsible for what. It also automatically calculates planned and actual task times, allowing teams to make comparisons easily and see if work is progressing as planned. This Excel task tracking template has been designed for project or task managers who want to apply Scrum principles when planning and monitoring
their team's activities. The free task tracking spreadsheet divides tasks into short sprints for easier management and allows users to define priorities, see the status of tasks at a glance, and track assignments as they are completed. It also includes a simple Gantt chart that updates automatically whenever the task list
data changes. Effective task management requires precise knowledge of all missions and the time remaining to complete them. A sheet Activity management calculation such as the one below can help teams track their activities by class and organize their work more efficiently. The template automatically calculates the
remaining hours for completing each task, displays the work percentage already completed, and highlights tasks that are delayed. Additionally, this task tracking spreadsheet also estimates the start and end dates of assignments and displays them in a Gantt chart, providing an overview of the entire project. Excel
spreadsheets for tracking tasks are good for ensuring clarity and alignment within the team, but when communicating at a high level such as customers or senior management, professionals may find that they need something more graphic. In such cases, PowerPoint task management templates may prove more
effective because they can display summarized data on a single visual slide in an easy-to-digest way. Below you can find some such templates to get started. This free task planner was built for professionals who need to create an executive-level view of their project activities for customer meetings or project proposals.
Designed as a simple Plan-on-a-Page, it's a Gantt chart that uses color codes to group tasks by categories or departments, making it easy to view key data at a glance. Download the free task planner template file for use in PowerPoint, or click Edit Online below to open and update it directly in your browser. Customers
and CEOs don't usually have time to read long documents or uncheck complicated spreadsheets to manage tasks to see a project progress. To effectively communicate the status of tasks to high-level audiences, project managers and team leaders can use a more familiar PowerPoint slide, such as the one below. This
task tracking template keeps things simple, providing only essential tracking information, such as key task due dates, completion percentage, or important events along the way. The free task tracker can be downloaded and edited in PowerPoint or easily updated online as plans change. Customers and CEOs don't



usually have time to read long documents or uncheck complicated spreadsheets to manage tasks to see a project progress. To effectively communicate the status of tasks to high-level audiences, project managers and team leaders can use a more familiar PowerPoint slide, such as the one below. This task tracking
template keeps things simple, providing only essential tracking information, such as key task due dates, completion percentage, or important events along the way. The free task tracker can be downloaded and edited in PowerPoint or easily updated online as plans change. Use this template to keep your team organized
and reduce time lost in status meetings. Create a centralized view of all team members' responsibilities in multiple projects. Download Excel Template Try the Smartsheet Template We also included predefined templates from Smartsheet, a work execution platform that allows you to better manage checklists and with
real-time collaboration and project visibility. Get a visual picture of scheduled tasks with this Gantt chart template. Often used in project management, a Gantt chart displays the duration of each task as a horizontal bar that spans start and end dates. This way, it's easy to see the different phases of a project, identify
dependencies, and prioritize tasks. A Gantt chart can be useful for managing any task list that spans a set period of time. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template These five tips will help remote employees be more productive, involved, involved, Effective. Check out our predefined solutions infused with best
practices and designed to help connect teams remotely. This task tracking template documents the progress of each item in the list, so it's easy to evaluate the status of individual tasks or an entire project. There is space to list start and end dates, as well as to mark completed tasks. This template keeps things simple by
providing only essential tracking information, but there is also space for notes where you need to include more details or instructions. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template This template is designed for project management and can be used in both a business setting and a personal setting. The template
provides sections for project tasks, priority, deadlines, assignees and deliverables, and allows you to track project costs and compare estimated times with actual times. This is a detailed template that can be easily edited to suit the exact needs of your project. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template This
weekly task list schedule includes columns for assigning a category to each item, along with deadlines and completion status. The default weekly calendar runs from Sunday to Saturday, but you can also choose the start date of the week. If you need a combined calendar and task list, this template provides an easy
solution. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template You can use this daily task list template to schedule tasks throughout the day while planning ahead for an entire week. Choose the start time for each day, as well as the start date for the weekly calendar view. You can also adjust the time interval of each task,
which allows you to break down each hour into incremental tasks if necessary. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template This easy-to-do list template includes drop-down menus to indicate the priority and status of each item. When a task is marked as complete, the row changes color; this allows you to quickly
identify tasks that are still in progress or that have not yet been started. This task template can be used for a wide range of applications, from organizing homework to planning an event or tracking work projects. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template This template is a step forward from a list of basic things
because it allows you to first classify tasks with the highest priority items. There is also a section for notes where you can or add reminders. This template provides an easy way to stay organized while making sure you don't overlook high-priority tasks. Download the Word Template Try the Smartsheet template For a
high-level look at future schedules and tasks, use this annual calendar template for 2019 and 2020. The template displays a standard January-December calendar, so you can view long-term projects and tasks at a glance. Download the annual calendar template for 2019 - Excel Download the annual calendar template
for 2020 - Excel This task provides a basic outline with check boxes for each item in the to-do list. It also has sections to note the due date and status of each task to help with the schedule. After downloading this template, save a blank version so that you have a master copy ready to print and use whenever you need to
create a new task checklist. Download the Basic Checklist Task List Template - Word Use this task analysis template to determine the resources and time it takes to successfully complete a specific task. The template includes sections to delineate the steps involved in an activity, the resources (human, mechanical, or
monetary) required for each stage, and the time spent on each item. This provides a detailed analysis of a task, which can be useful for training purposes or for any situation where you need to evaluate a process. Download Task Analysis Template - Word Help your team stay organized and active with this list of action
items for Word. The template includes a tracking number for each action item, start and due dates, the assigned owner for each task, and a notes section for adding updates or resolving problems. By defining and scheduling tasks as actionable elements, you can track individual and team progress — and in the process,
create a useful communication tool for all team members. Download the template in Word Try the Smartsheet template This template is designed to help you track passwords for all different accounts. List each account, and then fill in the columns for the website URL, email address, username and password, security
questions and answers, and any additional notes. Save the form to your computer or print a printed copy — remember, however, to store the information in a safe place and not share passwords with anyone. Download Excel Password Log Template | Word | PDF This template can help you stay organized when planning
an event, such as a party, child or wedding shower, wedding party or birthday party. Simply list each task and the person responsible and assign a priority level to the task so that you can use the task. In addition, keep in mind the due date and completion date — any discrepancy between the two dates will help you more
accurately plan the timeline for the next event. Download event-to-do list - Excel This template, available in Word and PDF, is ideal for families who want a central resource to organize family activities. The template provides separate tables for each family member to list individual, and then to record due dates and notes,
along with a column to mark completion. Of course, you can add or delete tables as needed. Download To-Do List Word Family | PDF This chore list template allows you to create a weekly schedule for all household activities. Create a task list and assign each item to a person for any day of the week. With a simple
format, this template is easy to use, so you can streamline the planning process and start organizing your home. House. You always have the option to save the template as a PDF and print a copy to share with others. Download Excel Template Try smartsheet Template In the construction industry, a punchlist is a
document that you complete towards the end of a project. In it, the contractor or owner shall list any work which has been performed incorrectly or does not meet the specifications set out in the original contract. The construction team then uses this punch list as a reference to complete or repair work items before the
project is officially closed. This punch list form provides a separate table to list each work item that needs repair or attention. Save the PDF form, print it out and fill it out manually for easy use. Download Excel Template Try smartsheet template Use this checklist to make sure you have completed all the necessary tasks in
a project. This template is designed with construction projects in mind, but you can edit the categories to reflect the needs of any multidimensional project, whether it relates to building, real estate, or business – or even as a termination checklist, whether an association, an agreement, or employment arrangement is
concluded. Simply list each task, the quantity requested (if applicable), the specific requirements and any notes. This easy-to-use form serves as a final check so you don't overlook the requirements as you prepare to officially close a project. Download Excel Template Try the Smartsheet Template Before embarking on a
project, you should perform a risk assessment. While you can't control or prevent any possible risk, taking time to assess possible threats to the project will help you plan and mitigate some of the hazards. This matrix allows you to perform a qualitative risk assessment, assess probability, and predict how each could
affect the project budget, scope, and timeline. The template also provides space to list events that could trigger each risk, designate a response, and take notes for a response plan. Download the Excel Risk Assessment Matrix | Word | PDF | Smartsheet This simple form allows you to list contact details for each customer
or customer. This list includes columns for the company; the name, title, email address and telephone number of the contact; and any comments. You can remove columns, after you need, highlight or flag specific customers you need to track. Download Customer List Use this template to track inventory or equipment
that you need or recently purchased for a project. each item number and name, followed by a description, date of purchase, cost and other notes. In addition, you can track the original amount, loan details, and depreciation amounts for each piece of equipment in stock. Download Inventory and Equipment Checklist -
Excel This template is designed for human resources to ensure that a new employee (and other internal teams) perform all necessary integration activities. The Excel spreadsheet includes columns to fill in the Hire documents and send it to the appropriate parts, but you can edit the form to include any tasks that your
organization requires of new hires. Additionally, there is space to assign tasks to employees, set due dates, and list contact information. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template Use this basic template to make a shopping list; you can fill it in on your computer or print and fill it in manually. In addition to
providing an easy-to-read table, the template includes a check box column where you can select each item as you get it, as well as a column for individual items and the total cost. This template is created with food shopping in mind, but you can edit it for retail, gifts and other consumer needs. Download Grocery List
Word | PDF Use this template to prepare for a recurring meeting. Write down the agenda, participants, action items, and whether or not the associated tasks have been completed. The template is designed with weekly meetings in mind, but you can edit the dates for a monthly, quarterly, or annual meeting. Download the
Weekly Staff Meeting Template - Preparing the word for a business trip may include managing staff adjustments at work, making schedule changes with family members or caregivers at home, and taking extra work to prepare for your trip – plus, packing everything you'll need along the way. Use this business travel
checklist template to make the process more manageable and reduce the likelihood of forgetting a vital task or travel item. Edit the template to reflect the address book, and then mark each item in the checklist as it is completed. For personal use, you can edit this template with details relevant to solo, family, or group
travel. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template Students can plan for the week using this free template to track classes and assignments. The template includes columns for listing the due date and status of each assignment, which helps students stay organized, prioritize their workload, and meet deadlines
with less stress. Download Student Planner Template - Word This detailed day planner template provides several sections for planning different aspects of the day, from shopping needs to meals and appointments. There is also room for a list of general tasks and a section to add items to be completed on another day.
Customize the template by applying new tags to sections to suit your daily routines. Download Excel Template Try Template Use this simple business plan template to organize project tasks. The template is divided into phases, so you can list the tasks chronologically; also includes columns for start and end dates and
duration. In addition, a simple check box allows you to clearly mark the steps that have been completed so that you know the exact progress. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template This template is ideal for organizing the basics of a group project or any assignment that involves multiple people. People. List
each task, description, assignee, due date, and any notes in the provided columns, and add multiple columns if necessary. This template has no project management capabilities, but will give you an overview of each individual task and who is responsible for it. For more large-scale project management templates, read
Top Project Management Excel Templates. Download Excel Template Try Smartsheet Template A work task analysis can be used to determine which actions are critical for a particular task. Identifying tasks in this way can help determine the scope of a job, assess employee performance, inform training methods and
improve work processes. In this template, you can list the tasks needed to complete a job, and then evaluate the importance of each task, along with how often the actions are performed. You can also document the source of information for each task. Download Job Task Analysis Template - Word Use this form to record
information from a brainstorming or collaboration session. The template includes space to list their ideas, advantages and disadvantages and the originator. In addition, there is a column for each team member to classify each idea. While this template doesn't help generate ideas, it allows you to keep all your
brainstorming information in one place, so you can more easily compare ideas when it's time to make a decision. Download Brainstorming and Excel Worksheet Collaboration | Word | PDF Use this template to prepare for a financial audit. The simple template includes rows for each document required in a standard audit
(accounting, balance and financial statements, tax reports, etc.) and a check box to note whether an item has been revised and is attached. Add or lower rows to include each document needed for the audit. To learn more about preparing best for a financial audit, read this article. Download Internal Audit Checklist - Excel
This Excel template can be used as a contact list for a variety of cases of personal use, including classes, group memberships, event attendees, or emergency communications. The template includes columns for your phone, email, and address, as well as to note your preferred contact mode. The form is fully
customizable, so add or lower sections as needed. Download Excel Contact List | Word | PDF Regardless of the task at hand, theme lists give you an easy way to cross-check your work and make sure that nothing is overlooked. With However, using a checklist template is only the first step: To hold your team members
fully accountable, consider using a software tool that allows you to attach relevant documentation, track progress, and make updates in real time. Smartsheet is such a tool. Smartsheet is a work management platform for businesses that fundamentally changes the way businesses and teams work. More than 74,000
brands and millions of information workers trust Smartsheet to help them speed up business execution and speed Collaboration. The familiar Smartsheet interface that is designed for how people actually work leads to rapid and broad adoption across the organization. Use Smartsheet's self-service reports and
dashboards to provide real-time visibility of resources, status, and performance so you can quickly align operations with your strategy. Discover why millions of professionals around the world use Smartsheet to move from idea to impact – fast. Try Smartsheet for free
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